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PANELISTS  

The event brought together brands

that have successfully expanded in

Asia and experts from the Asian retail

landscape, to share experiences, know

how, best practices, and outline the

key success factors of operating in

Asia

OBJECTIVE

Small and Medium retailers with

established or emerging brands that

are considering developing their

presence in Asia or rethinking their

current expansion strategy
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"A  great  event  that  helped  me  better

understand  the  complexity  of  Asian

markets  "  

Total Media 20

Total Speakers 12

Total Attendees 180

" It  was  refreshing  to  see  an  event

that  gives  concrete  tips  from  the

perspective  of  SMEs" 

3

Attendees



THE RIGHT LOCATION IS KEY FOR

BRANDING

IMPORTANCE OF
LOCATION

BUILDING TRUST IS IMPERATIVE

BUSINESS
RELATIONS

RETURN TO THE BASICS

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
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MAIN  TAKEAWAYS
MAIN  TAKEAWAYS



CUSTOMER  

EXPERIENCE

Asia is a source of global growth for a

large number of Western brands.

Physical retail is and will always be a

major distribution channel, despite

high retail operation costs and

pressure on profitability.

 

Asian consumers often prefer

Western products and services over

their domestic brands as they are

perceived to be of higher quality. 

 

However, Asians are also less brand

loyal. Hence, competition amongst

Western brands is fierce, and service

and in-store experience must

constantly evolve to meet clients’

growing expectations and better

brand knowledge.

 

RESEARCH  

BACKGROUND

FIRST STAGE 

Longitudinal study over 4 years 

( 2012-2015)

 with Chinese luxury consumers 

 

SECOND STAGE

Another qualitative study 

was conducted in 2019 to confirm 

or reject 

the findings of the First Stage 

 

 
BY  MICHEL  PHAN

#1
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Chinese consumers generally have

low expectations and are

dissatisfied with in-store customer

services offered by Western brands

in China. They report better

shopping experiences when

overseas, i.e. in other Asian cities

such as Seoul, Tokyo, and similarly in

European cities such as France and

Italy, where staff are more

professional than in China.

 

They expect a genuine experience

from the brands, consisting of a

polite and professional attitude

from the sales employees, rather

than a fancy reception that might

not even be culturally sensitive.

 

They also expect a better level of

product knowledge and advice

when they shop at a store.

 

 

Focus on staff retention and select and

recruit sales associates for their soft

skills, rather than hard skills

Constantly monitor and coach sales

associates while they are working in the

stores and establish non-monetary

rewards for excellence in customer

experience

In the era of digitalisation of everything,

simple, warm and professional human

interactions are by far the most

preferred experience among Chinese

luxury consumers

 

 

 

 

IMPLICATIONS

FOR  RETAILERS
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CUSTOMER  

EXPERIENCE



FINDING  THE  RIGHT

STRATEGY

Companies need to thoroughly study the

markets, their entry strategy and adapt their

products accordingly. Localisation can be

done at different levels, and cultural aspects

should never be neglected.

 

To ensure customer experience consistency,

brands might decide to invest directly in

stores despite the high costs.

 

One way to reinforce consistency as well as

transmit brand authenticity is to have a

western brand representative in each store

and create policies that focus on staff

retention.
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ADDITIONAL  

CONSIDERATIONS



The second key take away is the importance of business

relations between the brands and their Asian stakeholders . 

 

These relations require time and resources to be established

and are built on mutual trust . 

 

Asian speakers at the conference confirmed the notion ,

mentioning that they only do business with people that they

trust and know in person .

#2
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BUSINESS
RELATIONS

#2



Quality

Uniqueness

Brand Heritage

Asian distributors use many criteria when selecting a

new partner to collaborate with, notably:

 

 

Italian brands definitely have an advantage thanks to

their premium quality and innovative products.

However, consumers are also increasing their product

knowledge, and are more attentive to details and

product flaws. On the other hand, the Asian market is

very competitive and dynamic, constantly looking for

new and distinctive products. 

 

Establishing a presence in Asia requires an appealing

story that focuses on craftsmanship and quality. First

though, it is crucial to have an established presence in

the domestic market. 
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PARTNERSHIP
CRITERIA



Successful shopping centers charge high

rental costs and have long waiting lists of

prospective tenants. The latter are chosen on

the basis of selective criteria such as brand

history, heritage, marketing investments and

sales targets.

 

Generally landlords prefer to work with brands

that are already established at least in their

domestic markets. 

 

HONG KONG

SHOPPING CENTERS

LANDLORD

THE  (EXPENSIVE )  DOOR  TO  THE  REST  OF  ASIA

FOR  NEW  ENTRANTS

IN  ASIA ,  PEOPLE  TEND  TO  SHOP  LESS  ON  THE

STREETS  AND  FEEL  MORE  COMFORTABLE  IN

MALLS .  CHOOSING  THE  LOCATION  WITHIN  THE

MALL  IS  THEREFORE  A  CRUCIAL  STEP

BUILDING  A  STRONG  RELATIONSHIP  WITH  THE

LANDLORD  IS  KEY  FOR  A  SUCCESSFUL  ENTRY

#3
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LOCATION
LOCATION #3



CUSTOMER

EXPERIENCE

China represents the most striking case in terms of speed in

development and the proliferation of chain stores with Italian-

inspired names, testifying the appeal of Italian products, culture

and lifestyle. 

 

Young Chinese always look for experiences and references that

give them the impression of being in the Western world, and have

high product and quality knowledge.
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CULTURE IN RETAIL
LOCATIONLOCATION

CULTURE  

IN  RETAIL



The  new  foreign  investment  law  of

China  is  a  significant  improvement  and

should  decrease  the  "fear"  of  investing

in  China .  It  will  provide

better  protection  of  trademarks  and

help  reduce  brand   "squatters" ,  i .e .

Chinese  agents

registering   international  brands   in

China  anticipating  their  entry  in  the

country .

 

Logos and designs should always be

registered in advance to avoid

complications. Additionally, a careful

selection of the distributor is the first step,

but it is equally important to invest in a

clear legal agreement before the

internationalisation process begins. This is

fundamental to solve important issues that

might arise, such as stock leftovers.

 

The tensions between China and the US

have pushed companies to invest in other

regions of Asia such as Cambodia, Vietnam

and Indonesia. Both the investment in

infrastructure and the increasing demand

from end consumers are creating more

opportunities for western brands. Currently,

Italian and French fashion and leather

brands are very trendy.
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ADDITIONAL  

CONSIDERATIONS

https://www.pambianconews.com/2019/11/13/texere-le-strategie-per-la-crescita-in-asia-raccontate-a-milano-279025/
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THE  CONFERENCE
IN  THE  NEWS



FULL
VIDEO

OFFICIAL
PICTURES

EXTRAS

Fashion  Magazine

Crisalidepress

The  Way  Magazine

MF  Fashion  

Fashion  Magazine

Pambianco

Milano  Finanza  

Fashion  United

Fashion  Network

ORGANISERS

PARTNERS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCml-payUpg
http://www.texereadvisors.com/texere-insider/news/retailconference2019/
https://www.fashionmagazine.it/business/in-programma-il-12-novembre-texere-advisors-torna-a-milano-con-conoscere-capire-e-conquistare-lasia-103580?utm_source=%2Fmeta%2Fnewsletter%2Fnewsletter&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=nl386-basic&utm_term=c95d62c68196b2d0c1c1de8c7eeb6d50
https://www.crisalidepress.it/moda/texere-advisors-seconda-conferenza-sul-retail-in-asia/
https://www.thewaymagazine.it/targets/retail-in-asia-tempo-di-bilanci-trionfali/
https://www.mffashion.com/?refresh_cens
https://www.fashionmagazine.it/market/una-conferenza-di-texere-advisors-la-customer-experience--la-chiave-per-conquistare-il-far-east-103865?utm_source=%2Fmeta%2Fnewsletter%2Fnewsletter&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=nl409-basic&utm_term=a412963e013751a90654aa344bc26efe
https://www.pambianconews.com/2019/11/13/texere-le-strategie-per-la-crescita-in-asia-raccontate-a-milano-279025/
https://www.milanofinanza.it/news/asia-la-cultura-aiuta-il-business-delle-pmi-201911121902272851
https://fashionunited.it/tags/texere-advisors
https://it.fashionnetwork.com/news/Come-capire-e-sviluppare-il-retail-in-asia-molte-testimonianze-a-palazzo-delle-stelline,1157927.html

